
Inheritance Reading Questions 

1. Inheritance in computer programming is similar to classification or taxonomy in biology, or how writers 
structure book content.  Look at the figure with Video, Movie, Starwars, and a couple more classes.  Complete 
each statement with one of the following terms:  superclass, super super class, subclass, extends, derived, base.  
Each term will be used once (read carefully – some words seem interchangeable, but the type of word (e.g. noun 
versus verb) makes a difference).  Sketch the diagram shown in the reading below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) Music Video is a ______________ of Video.  That means that Music Video __________ Video. 

b) Video is a ____________________ of StarWars. 

c) Home Movie and Music Video are siblings.  They share the same _________________, called Video. 

d) Star Wars is ______________ from Movie.  Movie is the ___________ class to Star Wars. 

2. Inheritance is (circle all that apply) 
a) Valuable for design of Artificial Intelligence and simulations of real systems 
b) Wise so code does not have to be copied over and over again in multiple classes 
c) Considered when “factoring out” common code for subclasses, for use in the superclass 
d) A financial value associated with the amount of memory being used 

 
3. A constructor defines a class by in________________ the data of objects of that class type.  (Hint: read for a 

couple of sentences using several of the terms above.) 
 

4. super is a keyword that calls what method (no, it’s not called “super”), as in this example: super(title, len)?  
 

5. super as used in question 4 must appear where in the code?  Be specific. 
 

6. protected is an attribute that is less restrictive than _________ but more restrictive than ________. 
 

7. Overriden methods are methods that have the same _n_________. (Hint, four letters total)   
 

8. Calling super as in #4 allows us to create an instance of the superclass, meaning an object is constructed.  super 
can also be used in this code:  super.nextStep();   
In this case, super is used to indicate that the method specified is where?  

9. Inheritance and Polymorphism go hand in hand.  Though polymorphism is not overtly mentioned in the reading, 
think about what you have learned in class and what you might be able to find through Google or Wikipedia.  
Polymorphism is (circle all that apply) 

a) literally “many forms” 
b) useful to allow methods to be applied to multiple objects of different subclasses, that belong to the 

same superclass 
c) a concept that leads to creation of more general methods that can be applied to several different 

situations 
d) A special kind of polygon with forever changing side lengths 


